
NewsONE.Foundation. CEO Founder Keith Duncan. International Citizen UNIocracy.org

Diplomatic Immunity worldwide from false arrest and illegal detainment.


USA and International First Amendment Rights 
Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion or prohibiting the free will 
exercise thereof, or abridging the freedom of speech, or of the PRESS, or the right of We The 
People to peaceably assemble, and petition our Government of any individual for a redress of 
grievance for violating our civil rights to be free will Sovereign citizens of GODs 
SolutionJudge.com uniocracy.org and SolutionManifesto.com driven by EVOTE.ONE store and 
forwarded through FOIA.ONE forever.


The person identified by this legally binding document is a member of OneMedia.Foundation 
and previously of USPressAssociation INC as certified verified by all who see reality of WHO 
was Keith Brent Duncan 1-19580815-1 (integrity +100%).  Bearer of this identification is 
authorized to investigate and report on any newsworthy events, people, places or complains 
within the scope of DueProcessLaw.org of GODConstitution.ORG forever. Dated: 2023Mar06
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